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1. Introduction

Do changes in subsistence mode (‘cultural evolution’)

induce changes in human biology that shape language?

In a recent research article Blasi and colleagues (Blasi

et al. 2019) deliver on Hockett’s conjecture (Hockett

1985) that ‘labiodentals [. . .] are overwhelmingly absent

in languages whose speakers live from hunting and gath-

ering’ (Blasi et al. 2019). They offer convincing argu-

ments that ‘post-Neolithic emergence of overbite and

overjet persistence led to reduced effort when producing

labiodentals’ (Blasi et al. 2019). The change in bite itself

is a consequence, in part, of a change in subsistence type

from hunting–gathering to production of soft food that

demands relatively less extensive tooth wear. The world-

wide association between subsistence type and labioden-

tals, accounting for the relative absence of labiodentals

in languages spoken by hunter–gatherers, and the rela-

tive increase of labiodentals during the history of Indo-

European, matching the spread of agriculture in early

Indo-European societies, thus fall into place. Their

conclusion ‘. . . we can no longer take for granted that

the diversity of speech has remained stable since the

emergence of Homo sapiens’ (Blasi et al. 2019) may be

unsurprisingly correct and not far removed from truism.

On this account language is shaped in part by culturally

induced changes in human biology. They then continue

‘As such, claims of language universals, deep linguistic

history, and language evolution cannot rely on a uni-

formitarian assumption without considering the wider

anthropological context of language’ (Blasi et al. 2019).

But this conclusion is surprisingly incorrect and far

removed from any understanding of the basic property

of language. The quote includes a reference to

Newmeyer (2002), who discusses alternative positions,

concluding that ‘no firm conclusion is possible, given

the speculative nature of the enterprise.’ In fact, as will

be discussed below, the one case that is relevant for non-

uniformitarianism discussed there receives a superior

interpretation favoring the contrary position.

The ambiguous use of an undefined term ‘language’

unavoidably leads to misrepresentation, misunderstand-

ing, and misconception. What may be observationally real

for spoken language at a surface level, generally receives a

completely different interpretation at a deeper level of ana-

lysis, which, furthermore, is often given a higher degree of

reality in the sciences. To avoid pointless talking at cross-

purposes, we need a more nuanced and encompassing

model of the mappings between language ‘genotypes–phe-

notypes’ (in the spirit of Lewontin) that makes precise

what we mean by ‘language’ at different levels of analysis

(Chomsky 1965, 2005; Lewontin 1974).

2. Sounds, features, and classes

Part of the problem is that Blasi and associates only men-

tion sound segments of human language, specifically dis-

cussing the emergence and distribution of some of these,

but never define what they mean by language, what is

basic and what is not, using the term as in everyday usage.

They only say that speech is characterized as the ‘chief

mode of human communication’. However, communica-

tive use of language, speech or sign, is not the same thing

as language or the faculty of language (Chomsky 2013;

Berwick and Chomsky 2016; Huybregts 2017). Language

does not disappear when speech or sign does.

Furthermore, tooth wear is not genetically determined

but the lifetime result of a cultural contingency.
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Consequently, even despite an accidental absence of la-

biodental fricatives in language use, all their constitutive

elements have been conserved properties of the human

phonetic faculty. More generally, the sensorimotor (SM)

system, including the modern vocal tract anatomy and

the neural and cranial morphologies necessary for the

production of articulate speech, was essentially in place

long before its recruitment for production or parsing of

externalized language (Tattersall 2019).

2.1 Distinctive features

Blasi et al. (2019) discuss the production, distribution,

and historic development of labiodental fricative

speech segments, but never mention the basic elements

(articulators) that compose these segments, and which

define the universal human phonetic capacity. They do

not appear to be interested in what is basic and what is

not. However, while a specific speech sound may be

absent in a language, its constitutive elements could still

be active elsewhere in the system. There is no logical

contradiction in this. And, in turn, this may have conse-

quences for evolutionary claims about language, as in

the present case. More specifically, Blasi and associates

ignore a century-old consensus view that the basic units

of phonological structure are not the speech segments

of human language (e.g., labiodental ‘f’ or ‘w’) but ra-

ther the distinctive features (e.g., Labial, Coronal,

Continuant, Voice, and others) by which motor articula-

tors like tongue, lips, and larynx assemble such sounds

(Jakobson, Fant, and Halle 1952; Jakobson and Halle

1971). Distinctive features ‘correspond to controls in

the central nervous system which are connected in specific

ways to the human motor and auditory systems’ (Halle

1983) and essentially characterize the organization of the

phonetic faculty in humans. Therefore, ‘the totality of

phonetic features can be said to represent the speech-

producing capabilities of the human vocal apparatus’

(Chomsky and Halle 1968), quite independently of

cultural background. Phonetic features excite or inhibit

articulators and have articulatory and acoustic correlates,

for example, the distinctive feature [Labial] distinguishes

labial /p/ in English ‘pin’ from dental /t/ in ‘tin’ and velar

/k/ in ‘kin’, the feature [Coronal] sets dental /t/ apart from

/p/ and /k/, and the feature [Continuant] distinguishes

between /t/ and dental fricative /h/ in English ‘thin’ or

between /k/ and velar fricative /x/ in Scottish ‘loch.’

2.2 Natural classes

Crucially, this scientific consensus holds that rules of

phonology do not apply randomly to individual sounds

or arbitrary collections of these but rather apply

specifically to the natural classes characterized by one or

more distinctive features (Chomsky and Halle 1968;

Halle 1983), just as the possible chemical elements and

their associated possible chemical reactions and bonds are

naturally grouped by the number of electrons to complete

each atom’s outer shells. The arbitrary set ff, t, xg con-

tains members with opposite values for every feature and

cannot therefore be characterized with a unifying feature

value (see Fig. 1). In contrast, the set fp, t, kg is naturally

characterized by the feature value ‘non-continuant’ shared

by all its members. Systematic sound changes (e.g.,

Grimm’s Law or Verner’s Law) obey well-formedness

conditions on natural classes. Plosives fp, t, kgmay natur-

ally change to ff, h, xg. In contrast, since the set ff, t, xg
does not constitute a natural class, no phonological rule

will apply to just these sounds.

The phonemic voice distinction between velar

obstruants /k/ and /g/, accounting for the minimal pair

‘cut’ versus ‘gut’ in English, is missing in Dutch, where

/g/ is not phonemic. Still, regressive voicing assimilation

applies to the class of p, t, k when these consonants pre-

cede a voiced plosive to yield their voiced counterparts

b, d, g as in klapdeur (‘swinging door’), with /-pd-/

changing to /-bd-/; witboek (‘white paper’), with /-tb-/

changing to /-db-/; and zakdoek (‘handkerchief’), with

/-kd-/ changing to /-gd-/. Conversely, English loans in

Dutch often preserve their voiced velar stop in word-

initial position as in ‘guts’ or ‘game’ but show the same

final devoicing of obstruants (Auslautverhärtung) in

Figure 1. Distinctive features and natural classes. The voiceless

plosive consonants fp, t, kg form a homogeneous subset, a

natural class of speech segments that share a common feature

value [– continuant]. Similarly, the subset of voiceless fricative

consonants ff, h, xg constitutes a natural class characterized by

the feature value [þ continuant]. In contrast, the subset of con-

sonants ff, t, xg, their feature values marked in red, does not

constitute a natural class (cannot be characterized by one

or more features shared by all and only its members) and

can only be enumerated by a stipulative disjunction, namely

[þ continuant, – coronal] OR [– continuant, þ coronal]. Rules

of grammar apply to natural classes only. Application of one

of Grimm’s Laws changed the series of voiceless non-contin-

uants in Indo-European to the corresponding voiceless con-

tinuants of Proto-Germanic. For example, p > f (cf. Latin

piscis > English fish), t > h (cf. Latin tr�es > English three),

and k > x > h (cf. Latin cord- > English heart; Latin octo >

English eight (OE eahta), Dutch acht).
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the loans airbag, drug, or smog (all ending in /k/) that

applies to regular native words like, e.g., kwab (‘lobe’),

/kVAp/, or vod (‘rag’), /vOt/. Compare their plural coun-

terparts kwabben, /kVAb@(n)/, and vodden, /vOd@(n)/.

These cases again show that phonology works on nat-

ural classes, not on individual segments. No rule applies

to p, k excluding t since p, k is not a natural class charac-

terized by distinctive features of the phonetic faculty in

humans (‘universal phonetics’). If rules of phonology

were to apply to individual speech sounds, we might ex-

pect voicing assimilation not to apply to yield velar plo-

sive /g/, and final devoicing in loans not to apply to yield

/k/. Still, the rules invariably apply to natural classes con-

taining sounds that are not part of the systematic sound

patterns of the language but are nonetheless members of

them with a universal interpretation. These two empiric-

ally different cases show that natural classes (features)

dictate the distribution of sounds even when these are not

phonemic in the language. Natural but non-phonemic

sounds are systematically generated by general rules (the

first case), and general rules systematically convert non-

phonemic sounds in loans to phonemic values of the bor-

rowing language (the second case).

2.3 Opposing views

Some approaches, for example, usage-based learning of

language, oppose the view that phonological rules apply

to natural classes. Features emerge from usage-based

learning, and the latter allows for ‘unnatural classes.’

Mielke gives numerous examples of ‘crazy classes’ in

section 3.2 of chapter 5 in his book (Mielke 2008).

These ‘unnatural classes’ surely pose some interesting

puzzles to be solved by phonological theory. In fact,

some of the ‘unnatural’ cases discussed by Mielke turn

out to be perfectly ‘natural’ under improved analysis.

See, for example, Daniel Hall’s discussion of Mielke’s

nasal deletion in Bukusu (Hall 2010). However, from a

synchronic point of view it is to be expected that a ‘mar-

gin of irregularity,’ exceptions that result from historical

processes, will persist in phonological description. Still

‘the existence of exceptions should not prevent the sys-

tematic formulation of those regularities that remain’

(Chomsky and Halle 1968). Exceptions exist in even the

most developed sciences, for example, specific areas of

physics. The postulation of attractive gravitating dark

matter that does not interact with any type of electro-

magnetic radiation and the cosmic acceleration of the

universe when expansion would be expected to be slow-

ing down are just two cosmological puzzles.

Mielke’s analysis questions the idea that distinctive fea-

tures are ‘innate’. Instead, features are emergent properties

of language learning. Use of language will define which

phonetic features are involved in which rule applications.

Since use is wedded to frequency effects and accidental con-

tingencies, diachronic changes may plausibly lead to ‘un-

natural’ phonetic classes. Although not stated in precisely

these terms, what the proposal essentially amounts to is

that distinctive features are annotations on sound segments

indicating rule applicability. Any collection of segments

that a rule applies to is a class. There is no principled dis-

tinction between natural and unnatural classes. But this

merely restates the problem without explaining it and

amounts to a mere description of attested sound patterns

of an individual language. There is no theory or account of

what it means to be ‘emergent.’ In contrast, the natural

classes as grounded in articulator–distinctive feature theory

at least have a much more predictive and falsifiable theory

of this, namely, features emerge as the ‘stable articulator’

points in the articulatory gestures.

Furthermore, ‘unnatural classes’ are not exactly novel

phenomena, but could already be accounted for in The

Sound Pattern of English (SPE) of Chomsky and Halle

(1968) by taking them to be combinations of natural

classes subsumed under the brace notation for conjunctive

ordering. The complications that arise (e.g., through dia-

chronic change) can be assumed to be real and are cap-

tured by the brace notation as part of an explanatory

theory of markedness (as provided, e.g., in chapters 8 and

9 of SPE). Rather than usage-based descriptive accounts

of attested sound patterns, markedness theory of possible

and impossible sound patterns seems the right place to dis-

cuss the marked nature of unnatural classes.

Finally, one could at least envision some dynamical

system model whose attractor points are ‘emergent prop-

erties of language learning’ in the sense of Mielke, where

the attractor points (like p, t, k) are attractors on the basis

of distinctive features of articulatory gestures. For one at-

tempt at modeling a related notion in the area of syntactic

features, see Niyogi and Berwick (2009). This still allows

for some variation while maintaining a basis set, which

has remained essentially fixed, although, of course, the at-

tractor points for articulatory gestures could have evolved

over time and are subject to learning effects, for example,

possibly as set out in Berwick (1985), but this way of

explaining natural classes leads back to distinctive fea-

tures again—via the notions discussed in Halle and

Stevens (1959, 1962) and Stevens and Halle (1967).

3. Labial articulations and dental attrition

3.1 Labiodentals in the world’s languages

Crucial to this discussion is that the relevant features

[Continuant], distinguishing labiodental /f/ from bilabial
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/p/, and [Strident], distinguishing between labiodental /f/

and bilabial ///, were already available as elements of a

universal system of distinctive features that make up our

phonetic faculty. The feature [Continuant] distinguishes

bilabial plosives (p/b) from bilabial (//b) and labioden-

tal (f/v) fricatives; the feature [Strident] distinguishes be-

tween bilabial continuants (//b) and labiodental

continuants (f/v). However, these distinctive features are

not restricted to just labial consonants. The feature

[Continuant] is a property of dental (h/ð) and (s/z), dor-

sal (x/Ç) and (v/�) as well as labial (//b) and (f/v) frica-

tives, and it distinguishes fricatives from plosives in

dental, dorsal, as well as labial consonants; the feature

[Strident] distinguishes bilabial from labiodental frica-

tives, interdental from dental fricatives and velar from

uvular fricatives. In short, labiodentals (f/v) share the

positively charged feature [Strident] with sibilants (s/z)

and uvular fricatives (v/�), while bilabial fricatives (//b)

share the negatively charged feature [Strident] with

interdental (h/ð) and velar (x/Ç) fricatives. See Fig. 2 for

an overall picture and a clarification of some of the

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbols used

here.

Outside the class of labial consonants, the feature

[Continuant] was already freely available to discrimin-

ate, for example, between /h/ and /t/ or to distinguish /x/

from /k/. Similarly, the feature [Strident] must have been

a factor in setting sibilant /s/ apart from interdental /h/,

or velar /Ç/ apart from uvular /�/. These sound segments

exist independently of labiodentals and probably were

in use before ‘culturally induced’ labiodental /f/ could be

articulated relatively effortlessly as a result of a change

in subsistence type. In fact, strident fricatives, for ex-

ample, /s/ and /z/, or /v/ and /�/ occur widely (Ladefoged

and Maddieson 1996). Furthermore, Khoisan and Inuit

languages generally show dental, alveolar, velar, and

glottal fricatives, and clicks with velar fricative release

abound in Xó~o (a Tuu language) or Juj’hoan (a Kx’a

language) spoken by hunter-gatherers (‘San’) of

Botswana and Namibia.

Within the class of labial consonants, fricative bila-

bials do occur widely, while not frequently, in the

world’s languages (e.g., Bengali, Catalan, Ewe, Itelmen,

Maori, Tarifit Berber, Greenlandic). In fact, Ewe even

has phonemic stridency oppositions, high/low-intensities

at high/low-frequencies, between bilabials ///, /b/ and

labiodentals /f/, /v/, for example, �eb�e (‘Ewe’) vs. �ev�e
(‘two’), and é/á (‘he polished’) versus éfá (‘he was cold’)

discussed in Ladefoged (1964). There is no reason to as-

sume that bilabial fricatives have ever been absent from

human language on principled grounds. Finally, within

the class of labiodental fricatives, Dutch labiodental ap-

proximant /V/, as in wacht (‘guard’), differs from labio-

dental fricative /v/, as in vacht (‘fleece’), precisely in the

distinctive feature [Strident].

A further consideration is that the articulation of la-

biodental fricatives is merely facilitated, not exclusively

produced, in an overbite configuration, which, in add-

ition, permits articulatory ease both of strident and non-

strident labial continuants. Use of the feature [Strident],

already available for the articulation of dental and dor-

sal fricatives, was merely facilitated for/extended to la-

bial continuants in post-Neolithic times, yielding

labiodental fricatives.

As a result, the emergence of labiodentals fricative /f/

and /v/ engender no theoretical significance since all of

their constitutive distinctive features, in particular

[Labial, Continuant, Strident], already are part of the

human phonetic faculty, and are attested world-wide in

the speech sounds of human language (Ladefoged and

Maddieson 1996). Specifically, the feature [Strident] dif-

ferentiates non-strident bilabial (//b), interdental (h/ð),

and velar (x/Ç) fricatives from strident labiodental (f/v),

sibilant (s/z), palato-alveolar (�s/�z), and uvular (v/�) frica-

tives, showing again the primacy of basic units of phon-

ology over the specific speech segments to which they

are confined.

Consequently, the constitutive distinctive features of

labiodental fricatives /f/ and /v/ are each represented in

different segments that very plausibly must all have

existed in pre-Neolithic times. Just as no new element

with some new number of electrons in its outer shells

Figure 2. Culturally induced changes in the history of language

that leave the initial state of language (UG) unchanged. Note

that all relevant features of labiodental fricatives (f/v), viz.

Continuant and Strident, appear elsewhere in bilabial (top

row), dental (middle row), and dorsal (bottom row) fricatives.

The alleged emergence of f/v in the world’s languages after the

agricultural revolution did not change the human phonetic

space with its attractor points grounded in the distinctive fea-

tures of articulatory gestures. Use of the already available fea-

ture [Strident] was merely facilitated for/extended to labial

continuants. Symbols: /// as in Ewe é/á (‘he polished’), /b/ as

in Spanish valor (‘value’), /h/ as in English myth, /ð/ as in

English with, /x/ as in Scottish loch (‘lake’), /Ç/ as in Greek gála

(‘milk’), /v/ as in Hebrew melech (‘king’), /�/ as in French rester

(‘stay’).
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has ever been chemically created, the set of possible dis-

tinctive features has more plausibly remained fixed since

pre-Neolithic times, and this part of the human initial

state for language at birth (sometimes called ‘uniformity

in capacity for language’ or ‘UG’) was never modified

but has remained deeply conserved.

3.2 Labiodentals in the Neolithic

Suppose someone were to argue that, after all, in fact a

feature [Labiodental] is independently motivated as a

phonetic primitive of natural language. This would not

change the argument given here. The relevant feature

would be universally available to children but would get

compromised in adult hunter–gatherers for reasons that

are not genetic and are therefore irrelevant for the evolu-

tion of the human phonetic capacity and its use in spo-

ken language. In fact, throughout the Neolithic children

and adolescents of hunter–gatherer populations must

have been fully capable of articulating labiodentals be-

fore tooth wear became sufficiently substantial to make

articulation effortful in adulthood. In hunter–gatherer

populations, articulation of labiodentals has always

been possible for children and adolescents, if not for

adults. In other words, the change in mode of subsist-

ence has never created an articulatory option for the

human species that was unavailable before. Hence, rele-

vance of subsistence type for evolution of language

remains essentially nil. The range of sounds a child

learns clearly depends on what she hears, but what is im-

portant here is what the child can learn, namely any sys-

tem that is UG-compliant, not what the child actually

does learn, a specific internal system satisfying UG.

Evidently, Zürich German does not determine the

human capacity for articulation. Hunter–gatherer chil-

dren inherited from their parents the exact overbite con-

figuration that makes it possible to articulate

labiodentals. It is the basis state of the human organ-

ism’s sound system at birth explaining what sound pat-

terns are possible and impossible that is relevant here,

not the set of accidentally attested sound patterns or lan-

guage universals in the sense of Greenberg (i.e., descrip-

tive generalizations).

To put the matter in perspective, nineteenth-century

Dutch farmers wearing wooden shoes have been shown

to develop osteochondritis dissecans (Vikatou,

Hoogland, and Waters-Rist 2017), a joint disorder that

mostly affects foot and knee bones and causes catching

and locking in joints during movement. A change from

clogs to soft footwear simply avoids the problem. No

biologist would seriously want to argue that a culture-

induced change in footwear has been a factor in the evo-

lution of bipedal locomotion in modern humans.

One wonders whether an unequivocally biological

example would also work. One familiar example of a

new surface trait, a phenotype that appears without

‘deeper’ evolutionary change is of course the notion of

environmentally determined gene expression

(Thompson 2013). In evolutionary ecology and genetics,

it is a commonplace that biologists posit this more ac-

curate and nuanced model of environmentally contin-

gent genotypes, where, for example, identical gene(s)

determining plant height would lead to tall plants at low

altitudes and short ones at higher altitudes. Rather than

a unique outcome of development, a genotype ‘specifies

a norm of reaction, a pattern of different developmental

outcomes in different environments’ (Lewontin, 2000).

We therefore conclude that the change in bite config-

uration was a factor exogenous to the language faculty

and only led to a slightly different selection from a fixed

set of distinctive features for use of an unchanged phon-

etic faculty, rather than a change in the basic set of dis-

tinctive features itself. It was therefore of absolutely no

relevance for the evolution of language or language uni-

versals since the latter did not evolve at all in this

situation.

4. Non-uniformitarian assumptions

Even though this particular argument for a non-

uniformitarian basis of language can be discounted,

there are perhaps other cases that are relevant. The pros

and cons of a uniformitarian thesis for language have

been discussed by Newmeyer (2002) but his arguments

are inconclusive, and, with one exception, the ‘non-uni-

form’ aspects discussed all involve properties that con-

cern externalization of language (morphophonemics,

inflection, grammaticalization, word order) and are an-

cillary to the basic properties of internal language.

However, language change should not be confused with

the evolution of language because for one thing, their

timescales often seem to be completely different. The

single exception to all of this is his discussion of the

Subjacency Constraint on sentences with complex

embedding (Chomsky 1973, 1981). Newmeyer’s discus-

sion of Kirby and Hurford’s argument for the ‘non-uni-

formitarian’ origin of subjacency is quite illustrative. In

their view, since our ancestors would have used little if

any subordination, there would have been little if any

need for a strict locality constraint. Subjacency would

then have ‘evolved’ (by genetic assimilation) when com-

municative need for complex sentences increased over

time. But this proposal is definitely wrong. Current
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generative theories of grammar (Chomsky, Gallego, and

Ott 2019) make it quite clear that subjacency is not

primitive. Its empirical effects derive from the phase-

bound application of a simple combinatorial operation,

binary Merge, which takes two objects X, Y already

constructed and forms a new object Z (Chomsky 2013;

Berwick and Chomsky 2019). Minimal Computation, a

general third factor principle applied to language

(Chomsky 2005), further dictates that neither X nor Y is

modified by Merge, and that they appear in Z unordered

(Chomsky 2013). As a result, Merge(X, Y) ¼ fX, Yg is

essentially set formation, and Merge-based systems are

grounded on binary order-free sets, not string concaten-

ation" (Berwick and Chomsky 2019). On these terms

the subjacency effects follow more precisely from a strict

locality constraint on Merge (the Phase Impenetrability

Condition) and the strict cyclicity of a Transfer oper-

ation, which, at the phase level, hands Merge-generated

constructs to the meaning and sound systems that inter-

face with language (Chomsky 2007). Only elements at

the phase edge will therefore be accessible to further

computation on the next phase level, and successive cyc-

lic movement receives a principled explanation. It fol-

lows that even simple bi-phasal transitive sentences,

‘Panthers kill monkeys,’ sentences with a verbal and

clausal phase, already obey the very same constraint

that Kirby and Hurford argue only came into existence

when sentences increased in length. This is a contradic-

tion. The phase-based locality principle itself is a general

third factor principle of least effort (Chomsky 2005)

applied to language (‘Minimal Computation’). It was al-

ready there before language arrived! It follows that the

use of longer sentences did not cause the emergence of

locality constraints through parsing or processing strat-

egies. The emergence of subjacency cannot be taken as

an argument against uniformitarianism.

It would perhaps be useful to talk about non-

uniformitarian assumptions generally, with ‘internal lan-

guage’ serving as an analog of ‘genotype’ and periphery

as ‘realized genotype.’ For that we need some more

nuanced account of explanation for observed variation

in the ‘form that shows’—what is observed from lan-

guage to language. In biology at least, as per Lewontin’s

classic genotype–phenotype picture (Lewontin 1974),

there are at least four distinct mappings from genotype

to phenotype, and so there could be change after any

one of these mappings. Lewontin discusses epigenetic

laws (T1) that transform an array of genotypes into a

distribution of phenotypes, laws of natural selection

(T2) that transform phenotypes within the span of a gen-

eration, epigenetic relations (T3) that predict the distri-

bution of genotypes based on selected phenotypes, and

Mendelian genetic rules (T4) that map parental geno-

types to an array of genotypes in the next generation.

Such account would at least let us have a vocabulary for

distinguishing a diachronic type ‘surface’ change of the

sort described by Blasi et al. (2019), that is, a T2 change

of phenotype within the span of a generation, from other

sorts of changes. Unfortunately, it is this lack of a vo-

cabulary that causes undue confusion. From this it is

straightforward to indicate that a change of the sort that

Blasi and colleagues describe does not ineluctably indi-

cate that the underlying ‘genomics’ has to change. In

fact, T3 mappings predict that there would be no effect

on the distribution of genotypes based on selected post-

adolescent phenotypes with loss of their overbite/overjet

configuration.

5. Internal language: core and periphery

Although the empirical range of the argument is

restricted to speech sounds, its major theoretical conclu-

sions concern universals of language and evolution of

language. Since the argument turns out to be misguided,

a slightly more detailed inquiry into the nature of some

of the misunderstandings and confusions may be reveal-

ing. Language in communication (speech mostly or sign)

is linearly structured, probably a reflex of properties of

SM systems that require it for externalization. In fact,

sequential order of words or properties of linear distance

between them in externalized language do not enter into

the computations that construct conceptual–intentional

(CI) representations. In contrast, hierarchical structure

and concepts of structural distance are essential to the

mapping of internal language to the cognitive interfaces

(Chomsky 2013; Everaert et al. 2015; Berwick and

Chomsky 2016; Huybregts 2017). The linear sequential

order that is imposed on the hierarchically structured

expressions of internal language thus constitutes an an-

cillary feature restricted to external language. More pre-

cisely, labeled hierarchical structure is a basic trait of the

language phenotype that derives from its Basic Property,

the uniquely human and domain-specific capacity for re-

cursively generating an unbounded array of hierarchical-

ly structured expressions that each receive a systematic

and determinate interpretation at the cognitive interface,

and may, but need not, additionally be externalized at

the SM interface as speech, mostly, or sign (Chomsky

2013; Everaert et al. 2015; Berwick and Chomsky 2016;

Huybregts 2017). Furthermore, since no stepwise ap-

proach can reach unbounded generation of language

(Huybregts 2019), i.e., there is no half-recursion

(Berwick and Chomsky 2019), this ‘saltational’ property

of simple recursive computation fits rather naturally
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with the sudden recent emergence of hierarchical lan-

guage, an emergent internal system conforming to laws

of nature and organism-independent, third-factor princi-

ples (Chomsky 2005) for which no external selective

pressures seem required (Chomsky 2010, 2013; Berwick

and Chomsky 2016; Huybregts 2017).

The primacy of computation over externalization is

well motivated on independent grounds. Computation

of internal language is simple, universal, and uniform

across languages, while external languages are complex,

highly diverse, and rapidly changeable. But besides the

asymmetry of the mappings to the CI and SM interfaces,

with computational efficiency prevailing over ease of

communication, there are other considerations

(Chomsky 2010, 2013, 2017; Berwick and Chomsky

2016). For externalization of internally generated lan-

guage, an evolutionarily ancient SM system had to be

linked somehow to an evolutionarily novel computa-

tional system, allowing for many options, and thereby

explaining the complexity, variety/diversity, and change-

ability of externalized language (Chomsky 2010, 2013,

2017; Berwick and Chomsky 2016). Another result is

that language is modality-independent, adopting speech

(when possible) or sign (when necessary) for external

use (Chomsky 2010, 2013; Berwick and Chomsky

2016). There may be a preferential choice for speech but

there is no necessity. Finally, externalization developed

later in human evolution, where the deepest human sep-

arations occurred subsequent to the emergence of recur-

sive Merge (internal language) but, plausibly, prior to

externalized language (Chomsky 2010, 2017; Huybregts

2017).

It has been argued elsewhere that tonal languages

may be culturally adaptive in warm, humid climates

(Everett, Blasi, and Roberts 2015), or genetically facili-

tated by low population frequencies of particular

derived ASPM and Microcephalin alleles (Dediu and

Ladd 2007). Culturally driven evolutionary change is

typically much more rapid than changes driven by small

fitness differences in allelic variants and may lead to

rapid evolutionary adaptation (Thompson 2013).

However, no such changes appear to have applied to

UG-based properties such as structure dependence of

rules. Cultural evolution did not provide a ‘relentless en-

vironment’ (Thompson 2013) for evolution of basic

properties of internal language, and even the one or two

cases for genetically based vocal preferences that have

been reported (Dediu and Ladd 2007) remain question-

able (Berwick and Chomsky 2016) and, moreover, are

peripheral to elementary features of language. For the

basic property of language, Merge-based computation,

no group differences are known and there is no evidence

of variation (Chomsky 2010, 2013; Berwick and

Chomsky 2016; Huybregts 2017). But, of course, there

is variety, diversity, and changeability of externalized

language (speech or sign or any other modality).

External language changes continuously but there is no

indication that internal language, specifically its basic

property that yields unbounded generation, has under-

gone evolutionary change of any significance after its

sudden, recent, and abrupt emergence, presumably with-

out external pressures. UG was preserved throughout,

and the human phonetic faculty has plausibly remained

fixed throughout Neolithic and post-Neolithic times.

For all we know, the human faculty of language has

plausibly remained unchanged since the emergence of

language (or at least since H. sapiens left Africa), as al-

ready noted by Eric Lenneberg (Lenneberg 1967) and

discussed at length in Berwick and Chomsky (2016).

6. Conclusion

The non-uniformitarian argument for language evolu-

tion fails at several levels of abstraction: conceptually,

theoretically, and empirically. Conceptually, since it es-

sentially deals with processes of externalization ancillary

to the basic property of language; theory-internally,

since it focuses discussion on speech sounds, rather than

on constitutive distinctive features; and empirically,

since the contingent conditions of dental attrition show

up during one’s lifetime, and have ipso facto no genetic

relevance for the design of language. From these per-

spectives the argument has no relevance for language

universals or evolution of language.

Plausibly, ‘changes in human ecology and biology’

may have an influence on ‘the range and probabilities of

speech sounds’ (external language). But the ensuing in-

stability of ‘diversity of speech’ does not necessarily

have any relevance for deeper levels of internal lan-

guage. What happened in this case was something mar-

ginal and peripherally connected to language: a

minuscule change in articulation facilitated by a change

in subsistence type. Nonetheless, while the discussion of

this change is misguided, seeking for answers where no

problem is found, the results may usefully prompt a re-

assessment of our view on the nature of ‘language evolu-

tion, deep linguistic history and language universals,’

suggesting constructive integration into a more encom-

passing account that includes the ‘wider anthropological

context’ of language. We evidently need a more nuanced

model of what amounts to genotype–phenotype map-

ping in the language case. Rather than throwing out the

foundation of evolutionary biology, biologists came up

with a better picture of genotype–phenotype. Likewise,
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we could encompass the kinds of findings obtained by

Blasi and associates and incorporate them into a more

nuanced picture of what underlying language universals

are—the initial state—while we can still scientifically

contest what that state is. No one doubts that culture

can interact with the way language is used, and those

interactions can drive language change. On this, all

agree. But it is an entirely different matter to infer from

this to saying that we know that this changes the initial

state of the individual.
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